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**Book Outline**

*Business Immigration Law: Forms and Filings* is a comprehensive guide to choosing the correct nonimmigrant work authorization category and applying for it efficiently and without error. It provides examples and explanations not just of straightforward situations, but also of the variations that might affect student and business visitors, treaty traders and investors, NAFTA professionals, specialty occupation workers and others.

Coverage includes discussion of every stage of the application process: obstacles and solutions to consider before filing; completed sample forms; support letters; supporting document checklists and filing instructions; guidance on applications for initial status, extension, amendment and change of status; the needs of dependent family members; and detailed guidance on the new, stricter post-9/11 visa requirements.

Like its companion volume, *Business Immigration Law: Strategies for Employing Foreign Nationals*, *Business Immigration Law: Forms and Filings* discusses the laws and regulations involving each category of nonimmigrant work authorization. This book’s focus, however, is on guiding the reader through the application process with a minimum of difficulty and delay. Whether you are an attorney, an employer, or a foreign national, this book’s forms and proactive strategies will prove invaluable.

**CHAPTER 1**

**Administrative, Legislative, and Regulatory Structure**

§1.01 Overview of Administrative Structure

[2] Department of State (DOS)
[3] Department of Labor (DOL)

§1.02 Overview of Authorities

[1] Immigration and Nationality Act (INA)
[6] Precedent Appeal Decisions
[7] Other Resources

**CHAPTER 2**

**Strategies and Obstacles to Consider Before Filing**

§2.01 Creating an Immigration Strategy: Long-Term versus Short-Term Goals

[1] Strategic Issues

§2.02 Derivative Status

[1] Eligibility for Derivative Status
[2] Concerns of Dependent Family Members

§2.03 Identifying Potential Obstacles

[1] Inadmissibility and the Grounds of Inadmissibility
[2] Security Considerations

**CHAPTER 3**

**Obtaining the Visa Status**

§3.01 Introduction

§3.02 USCIS Filings

[1] Lawful Presence Generally
[3] When the Beneficiary Is Lawfully Present in the U.S.
[5] Variations on the Theme: Complex Filing Situations
[6] Naming Conventions
§3.03 USCIS Processing of Nonimmigrant Filings
[1] Technical Requirements (Service Center Preferences)
[2] Filing the Petition or Application with the USCIS
[3] Processing Times
[4] Premium Processing
[5] E-Filing
[6] Responding to Requests for Evidence
[7] Approvals
[8] Denials
[9] Appeals
§3.04 Preparation of Non-Work-Authorizing Nonimmigrant Status Applications
[1] Generally
[2] Checklist for Applications
[3] Components of Derivative Filings
[4] Form I-539 Application to Extend/Change Nonimmigrant Status and Analysis
[5] Support Letter
[6] Checklist and Analysis of Necessary Support Documents
§3.05 Completion of Non-Status-Specific Forms
[1] Form G-28 Notice of Admission of Appearance as Attorney
§3.06 Submission of Visa Applications to the Department of State
[1] Generally
[2] In-Person Visa Applications at U.S. Consulates and Border Posts
[3] Nonimmigrant Visa Stamp Applications
§3.07 Applications for Accelerated Inspection Services
[1] Global Entry
[2] SENTRI
[3] NEXUS
[4] OARS
[5] FAST
§3.08 Admission to the United States
[1] Overview
[2] Admission Documents
[6] Starting the Employment
§3.09 Maintenance of Status
§3.10 Departing the United States

CHAPTER 4
Students and Business Visitors
§4.01 Students
[1] Overview
[2] SEVIS

§4.02 Business Visitors

[1] Overview
[2] Free Trade Agreements
[3] Remuneration
[4] Eligibility for B-1 Status
[5] Obtaining B-1 Status
[6] Change of Status
[7] Extension of Status

CHAPTER 5
Specialty Occupation Workers

§5.01 Overview of Specialty Occupation Workers

[1] Temporary Workers
[2] Duration of Stay
[3] Long-Term and Short-Term Goals
[4] Spouses and Dependent Family Members
[5] Strikes or Lockouts

§5.02 Minimum Requirements for the Specialty Occupation

[3] The Foreign National Satisfies the Requirements for the Specialty Occupation

§5.03 Labor Conditions: Wages and Benefits

[1] Overview
[2] The Required Wage
[3] Payment of Wages
[4] Deductions from Wages and/or Reimbursement of Expenses

§5.04 Additional Labor Conditions: Working Conditions, Strikes and Lockouts, Notice

[1] Working Conditions
[2] Strikes and Lockouts
[3] Notice

§5.05 H-1B Dependent Employers and Willful Violators

[1] The Employers
[3] Exempt Employees for Purposes of the Additional Labor Condition Attestations
[4] Employers Receiving TARP and Related Funds

§5.06 Evidencing Compliance with Labor Conditions

[1] The File
[2] Retention of the Files
[3] Balancing LCA Obligations with Employees' Concerns
[4] Specific Documentation
[5] Enforcement of Labor Conditions
[6] Filing the Labor Condition Application

§5.07 The Employment

[1] The Job Offer
[4] Multiple Beneficiaries
[5] Multiple Worksites

§5.08 The Annual Quota
§5.09  Analysis of Sample Occupations
[1]  Fashion Models
[2]  Physicians
[3]  Nurses

§5.10  Comparison of H-1B Status to Other Nonimmigrant Statuses
[1]  H-1B Status versus H-1B1 Status
[3]  Specialty Occupations versus E Status
[4]  Specialty Occupations versus L Status
[5]  Specialty Occupations versus O Status

§5.11  Procedure for Obtaining H-1B and E-3 Visas
[1]  Process
[2]  Filing Components for Consular H-1B1 or E-3 Visa Applications

§5.12  Procedure for Obtaining the H-1B Classification
[1]  Process
[3]  Filing Fees
[5]  Limitations of Petition Approval

§5.13  Qualifications Checklist for Specialty Occupations

§5.14  Preparation of the H-1B Petition and Related Forms
[1]  Form I-129 Petition for Nonimmigrant Worker
[2]  H Supplement to Form I-129
[3]  Form H-1B Data Collection and Filing Fee Exemption Supplement

§5.15  Preparation of the Supporting Forms and Documents
[1]  ETA 9035/9035E Labor Condition Application
[2]  Support Letter

§5.16  Termination of the Employment
[1]  “At-Will” Employment versus the Authorized Stay
[2]  Documentation
[3]  Effect on Status
[4]  Notice of Termination
[5]  Employee Options
[6]  Employer Obligations
  [a]  Notice to the USCIS
  [b]  Return Transportation Costs
[7]  Cessation of Payment of the Required Wage
[8]  Penalties or Liquidated Damages for Early Termination
[9]  Eligibility for Unemployment Benefits
[10]  H-1B Dependency
[12]  Permanent Residence
[13]  Rehiring a Terminated H-1B Employee
§5.17 Portability Petitions
§5.18 Changes in the Employment
[1] Overview
§5.19 Extension Petitions
[1] Overview
§5.20 Change of Status Petitions
[1] Generally
[2] Beneficiary Must Be in Status at Time of Filing
[3] Eligibility for the Requested H Classification
[4] Petitioning to Change to H-1B or H-1B1 Status

CHAPTER 6
L-1A / L-1B Multinational Transfers
§6.01 Overview of L Status
§6.02 Definitions and Analysis of Essential Terms
[1] The Employer
[2] Qualifying Organization
[3] Qualifying Employment
§6.03 Comparison of L Status to Other Common Nonimmigrant Statuses
[1] L Status versus E Status
[2] L Status versus H-1B Status
[3] L Status versus O Status
[4] L Status versus TN Status
§6.04 Procedure for Obtaining L Status
[1] Generally
[2] USCIS Adjudication
[3] Consular Adjudication
[4] Spouses and Dependents
§6.05 Preparation of Individual L Petition and Support Documents
[1] Checklist for Individual L Filings
[2] Components of Individual L Filings
[3] Form I-129 Petition for Nonimmigrant Beneficiary and Analysis
[4] L Supplement to Form I-129 and Analysis
[5] Support Letter
[6] Checklist and Analysis of Necessary Support Documents
§6.06 New Office
[1] Generally
[3] Components of New Office Filings
[4] Changes and/or Additions to Forms and Support Documents
[5] Support Letter
[6] Supporting Documentation
[7] Extensions of L Status for Beneficiaries Employed by New Offices
§6.07 Blanket L Program Petition
[1] Generally
[2] Initial Blanket L Program Petitions
[3] Blanket L Status Applications by Beneficiaries
§6.08 Free Trade Agreements
[1] NAFTA
[2] Free Trade Agreements with Chile and Singapore
§6.09 Material Changes in L Status
[1] Generally
[2] Mergers, Acquisitions, and other Types of Reorganization
[3] Changes to, or Cessation of, the U.S. Employer's Business in the United States
[4] Changes to, or Cessation of, the Qualifying Business Activities Outside the United States
[5] Changes to the Beneficiary's Employment
§6.10 Amendment, Extension, and/or Recapture of Individual L Status
[1] Overview of Amendment Petitions
[3] Beneficiary Must Be in Status at Time of Filing
[4] Checklist for Amendment, Extension, and/or Recapture Filings
[5] Components of Amendment, Extension, and/or Recapture Filings
[6] Filing for Amendment, Extension, and/or Recapture of L Status
[7] Changes and/or Additions to Forms and Documents for Petitions of Amendment, Extension, and/or Recapture
§6.11 Change of Status
[1] Generally
[2] Beneficiary Must Be in Status at Time of Filing
[3] Eligibility for the Requested L Classification
[5] Component of Elements for Change of Status Filings
[6] Changes and/or Additions to Forms and Documents for Change of Status Filings

CHAPTER 7
E-1/ E-2 Treaty Traders and Treaty Investors
§7.01 Overview of E Status
§7.02 Definitions and Analysis of Essential Terms
§7.03 Visas, Admission, and Stay
[1] Primary Applicants
[2] Spouses and Dependent Children
[3] Validity and Stay
§7.04 Nationality
[1] Individuals
§7.05 The United States Activities
[1] Direct Trade or Investment Activities
[2] Employment Activities
§7.06 E-1 Treaty Trader
[1] The Trade Involves Qualifying Items or Services
[2] The Trade Exists
§7.07 E-2 Treaty Investor
[1] The Enterprise Is Bona Fide
[2] The Investor Is the Source of the Funds
[3] The Investment Must Be at Risk
The Investment Must Be Committed
The Investment Must Be Substantial
The Investor Will Direct or Develop the Enterprise
§7.08 The Use of Treaty Investment Status for Consulting Businesses
§7.09 Comparison of E-1 Status to Other Nonimmigrant Statuses
[1] E Status versus H-1B Status
[2] E Status versus L Status
[3] E Status versus O Status
[5] E Status versus E-3 Status
§7.10 Components, Checklist, and Filing Procedure
[1] Components
[2] Checklist
§7.11 Completion of Forms and Support Documents
[1] E-1 Treaty Trader (Filed with USCIS)
[2] E-2 Treaty Investor Application (Filed with Consulate)
[3] Checklist and Analysis of Necessary Support Documents
§7.12 Extensions and/or Amendments
[1] Overview
[2] Procedure for Amending or Extending E Status
§7.13 E Status under Free Trade Agreements

CHAPTER 8
NAFTA TN Professionals
§8.01 Overview of TN Status
[1] Generally
[3] Spouses and Dependents
[6] Strikes or Lockouts
§8.02 Comparison of TN Status to Other Nonimmigrant Statuses
[1] TN versus H-1B Status
[2] TN versus L-1 Status
[3] TN versus E Status
[4] TN versus O Status
§8.03 Procedure for Obtaining TN Status
[1] Generally
[2] Consular Adjudication of Mexican TN Visa Applications
[3] Admission into the U.S. by Canadians and Mexicans in TN Status
[4] Denials and Appeals
§8.04 Obtaining Initial Grants of TN Status
[1] Checklist
[2] Components
[3] Procedure
§8.05 Preparing Forms DS-156 and DS-157 Nonimmigrant Visa Stamp Applications for Mexican TN Applicants
[1] Preparation of Form DS-156
[2] Preparation of Form DS-157
§8.06 Completion of Support Documents
[1] Support Letter from Employer and Analysis
[2] Checklist and Analysis of Support Documents
§8.07 Extending or Changing to TN Status
[1] Generally
[2] Overview of Extending or Changing to TN Status
[3] Checklist for Extending or Changing to TN Status
[4] Procedure for Extending or Changing to TN Status
[5] Form I-129 Petition for Nonimmigrant Worker and Analysis
[6] Completion of the Free Trade Supplement
[7] Support Letter
[8] Support Documents for Amending or Renewing TN Status

§8.08 Amending TN Status

CHAPTER 9
O-1 Foreign Nationals with Extraordinary Abilities

§9.01 Overview
[1] Generally
[2] Spouses and Dependents

§9.02 Definitions and Analysis of Essential Terms
[1] Alien
[2] Arts
[3] Beneficiary
[4] Distinguished Reputation
[5] Event
[6] Extraordinary Ability
[7] The Field
[8] Peer Group
[9] Petitioner

§9.03 Evidencing Extraordinary Ability
[1] Overview
[3] Sustained Records of Achievement

§9.04 Comparison of O Status to Other Nonimmigrant Statuses
[1] O Status versus H-1B Status
[2] O Status versus L Status
[3] O Status versus E Status
[5] O Status versus P-1 Status

§9.05 Procedure for Obtaining O Status
[1] Filing the Petition
[2] USCIS Adjudication
[3] Consular Adjudication

§9.06 Qualifications Checklist and Filing Components
[1] Qualifications Checklist
[2] Filing Components

§9.07 Preparation of Forms and Support Documents
[1] Form I-129 for Nonimmigrant Worker
[2] O and P Classifications Supplement to Form I-129
[4] Peer Group Consultation
CHAPTER 10
Temporary Non-Agricultural Workers

§10.01 Overview
[1] Background
[2] Duration of Stay
[3] Long- and Short-Term Goals
[4] Spouses and Dependent Family Members
[5] Strikes or Lockouts

§10.02 The Employment
[1] Why Details Are Important
[2] The Employer

§10.03 Labor Certification
[1] Labor Certification Defined
[3] The National Processing Center

§10.04 The Annual Quota
[2] Returning Workers

§10.05 Comparison to Other Nonimmigrant Statuses
[1] H-2B Status versus H-1B and H-1B1 Status

§10.06 Procedure for Obtaining the H-2B Classification
[1] Qualifications Checklist
[2] Overview of the Process
[3] Labor Certification
[4] USCIS Filing

§10.07 Preparation of the H-2B Labor Certification
[1] Form ETA 9142 Application for Temporary Employment Certification
[4] Supporting Documentation
§10.08 Preparation of the H-2B Petition and Related Forms
[1] Form I-129 Petition for Nonimmigrant Worker
[2] Supplement A to the Form I-129 Petition
[3] H Supplement to Form I-129

§10.09 Preparation of the Supporting Forms and Documents for the USCIS Filing
[1] Support Letter
[2] Petition Approval or Denial
[3] Admission upon Approval
[4] Visa Exit Program

§10.10 Termination of the Employment
[1] Documentation
[3] Reporting Requirement
[5] Return Transportation

§10.11 Changes in the Employment
[1] Generally
[2] Substitution of Beneficiaries

§10.12 Extension Petitions
[1] Overview
[2] Beneficiary Works in the U.S. Fewer Than 183 Days per Year
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